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Appointment of new Fundraiser

The Trustees are delighted to report the appointment of Andrew Wileman as our first fundraiser.

Initially this is a part time appointment. We look forward to Andrew’s success in raising funds in these

difficult times.

More in the future

Incorporation

In accordance with guidance forom the Charities Commission, we have become a limited company.

All Trustees are now Directors.

Call us what you will!

A Report on Cleft Speech Therapy Training as well as Educational

Trip at Radboud University, Nijmegen, Netherlands

From Bhavya Banala, Specialist Speech and Audiology Therapist,

GSR Hospital, Hyderabad
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Bhavya in the middle, L to R Dr Timor (Surgeon from Indonesia), Tony Markus, Bhavya, Mie Cocquyt

( Speech Therapist, Brussels, Professor Reddy

The day came and I travelled to Netherlands on October 1st 2013 was the first time I left India. I was

little scared but having made it smoothly through customs at Dubai as well as Amsterdam Airport, I

then travelled by train to Nijmegen. Dr Stefenie from the Craniomaxillofacial Department of Radboud

UMC was waiting for me outside. It was 6 o'clock in the evening and 10 degrees, which I had never

experienced in India.

I drove along with her in a car from Nijmegen central station to guest house, which was about three

kilometers away. This town and well kept scenery attracted me when I looked out from car window

and from there up to the residential area of  the International Guest house. I got a spacious, clean

and well equipped apartment where I would be staying, which exceeded all of my expectations.

The next morning, I was picked up at 7.45 am by Prof. Berge and drove together to the Radboud

Medical Centre and Craniomaxillofacial department.  In the department I   was introduced to all

residents as well as cleft team.

I was extremely impressed by the system followed at the RMC. Having seen all of things, I can

honestly say that the time, effort and dedication being exhibited here is truly awe inspiring.

Prof. Berge scheduled my appointments with respective departments for me to gain knowledge and

implement the same at my place.

This International trip was a huge resource for me to gain new knowledge and superior experience

using Information Technologies (IT) in the field of cleft and craniofacial anomalies.  There was an

array of intellectual discussion done between myself and Dr Stefanie as well as Dr Irene to boost up

my knowledge in using telemedicine in the cleft field as well as medical field. Dr Irene also explained

me about the projects Facetalk and Re design, presently running in that medical centre.

I had an erudite experience in this trip as I met two of the Speech pathologists from Radboud

University. This was the main purpose of my visit to Radboud University,Nijmegen, to get trained 

with their experience in cleft speech treatment with an international modern technology.

Most of the time I had spent in cleft speech department where I saw cases with speech deformities

and was also trained in their cleft speech assessment criteria, documentation protocols,

documenting guidelines and standardization of speech samples in the Dutch language. Along with

training, I  discussed with them regarding standards in India and issues in documentation of  speech

in India. And also discussed about  tactics to develop speech stimulus in Telugu (a local Dravidian

language) without linguistic barriers for testing CLP speech.

At  UMC Radboud, all patients are initially seen by the logopedist for a preliminary speech

assessment. Once assessment has been done, the need for surgery and/or speech therapy will

often be discussed and decided with ENT Surgeon. Afterwards, the patient will also been examined

by craniomaxillofacial surgeon

Again, I was impressed at the ideology, sustainability and execution of ideas at this medical centre

as the entire cleft team will conduct meeting once a week to

discuss  all consultations and make final decisions together towards patient’s further treatment.

The experience I got here was extreme conversance as well as interaction with the Speech
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Language Pathologists and other team members of this diverse centre and it has inspired me with

admiration of their administrative skills and the patients they dealt with.

I have also attended a course on Academic writing which had empowered my comprehension in the

field of Cleft Lip & Palate research. The scientific agenda included sessions on Research &

Publication/Symposium by Mr. Staat Roger, who explained me about how to plan and structure a

research, choose a journal, document references, and ethical issues in publications.

The last day at Nijmegen, I had a meeting with Prof. Berge regarding my frame work during the

training period of one month. He also suggested me how I need to model my work using

telemedicine at GSR Institute of Craniofacial Plastic Surgery, Hyderabad and moreover  was glad to

mention  further collaboration.

All these above experiences made me prosperous and encouraged to try innovative implementations

at my institute.

2013 trip to Nijmegen was so educative that I am fervently waiting for next visit, which has been

decided.

I would like to convey my sincere gratitude towards Future Faces for supporting and encouraging me

to grow professionally.

Report from Dr Asif Ansari, Gulbarga, Kanataka, India

Dear Prof Markus,

Reporting after successfully completion of my observer program in UK.

Its gives me great pleasure to thank you for giving me an opportunity to visit Poole Hospital, Poole,

and the South Thames Cleft Service at St Thomas Hospital, London UK.

I had a wonderful experience  specially with regards to the microvascular surgery; its a fascinating

job. Working with three consultants and such a big Max Fax team, was amazing to be apart of  such

team, and the team work was admiring.

It was good to see some clefts patients at St Thomas Hospital London.

I am thankful for your kind efforts in posting me in different hospital  with different specialty, both

having vast experience in Oncology and in Cleft and Craniofacial Surgery respectively.

I was lucky to meet Mr David, and I am thankful that he took out some of his valuable time from his

busy schedule.

I shall remain obliged to you Sir,  and especially to Future Faces, that you took out so much of your

valuable time on so many occasion and discussed so many important factors.

Hope you and Future Faces will always be there in helping me in improving my professional carrier.

Thanking You.

Warm Regards

Report from Roxanne Carpenter - July 2013

The Economically Challenged Region: A Comparison of Indian and UK Theatre Practice
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My name is Roxanne Carpenter, I am a newly qualified Operating Department Practitioner working at

Poole Hospital NHS Trust Foundation. At the end of my two year ODP training I had a wonderful

opportunity, provided by Future Faces, to travel to India and go to one of their cleft centres in

Hyderabad, so that I could compare theatre practice between two very different countries.

I was born with a cleft palate and Mr Tony Markus has been my surgeon for many years as I have

gone through operations, orthodontic treatment and speech therapy. It has been an honour for me to

be a part of the process of repairing children’s cleft lips and palates in India.

During the time I spent at the GSR Hospital, Hyderabad, my drive to work compared to in England

was very different! India has a population of over 1 billion people, and is 17% of the world’s

population. The divide between rich and poor is huge and over a quarter of the people live in poverty.

My first day at the hospital was a clinic day so I had a chance to meet everyone and I was kindly

showed around. I was introduced to Professor Gosla Reddy and Professor Raj Reddy, to whom I am

very grateful for allowing me to visit their hospital and be a part of the surgical and anaesthetic team.

The hospital has two operating theatres, recovery room, general and special wards, dental clinic,

speech therapy and medical photography. It also has a brand new school for about 50 children with

clefts without permanent homes

For the majority of my stay I was in theatres, observing cleft surgeries and anaesthetic technique.

Being there was a fantastic opportunity to see the operation that I had once had. Cleft surgery was

fascinating, and I especially liked how every patient had a photograph of before and after surgery,

because in my opinion the outcome is marvellous and will remarkably change that child’s

appearance and life.

During my time in theatres I got a chance to scrub for a unilateral cleft palate. Scrubbing in India has

many similarities and differences compared to scrubbing in the UK.

Patient care is very important to the team at GSR, such as patient comfort, positioning and safety. I

recognised that they placed diathermy pads on each patient to reduce risk of burns and document in

patients notes everything they have used or administered to the patient. It was strange to scrub for

an operation and not perform precaution checks like we do in the UK, for example checking it’s the

right patient having the correct surgery and swab and instrument counts to ensure nothing is left in

the patient.
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Equipment in the hospital compared to the

UK was very similar and up to date, however

not all hospitals in India are as blessed with

adequate equipment. I was intrigued by the

sterile services room, it was very different

compared to the one at Poole hospital.

Sterility is important, and scrub techniques

were the same, however some things were

handled differently, such as giving

instruments, sutures and swabs to the scrub

nurse. Nevertheless, it seemed that infection

rates were to a minimum, although I’m sure

this isn’t the case in all hospitals throughout

this very poor country.

I thoroughly enjoy my part of the job involving anaesthetics and being a part of it in India was

fantastic. I was introduced to Dr Srinivas and Mr Ramesh who showed me what they used to achieve

anaesthesia for cleft patients and were interested to hear what we used in the UK. The anaesthetic

technician carries out the anaesthetic and intubation of most of the patients, just under the

supervision of the anaesthetist. They were eager to get me to have a go at intubation and placement

of a throat pack in preparation for the surgery.

For paediatric anaesthetics in the UK parents

can be present to support and comfort their

child, and a gas induction is carried out to

avoid pain or stress of inserting a cannula. In

India anaesthesia is very quick and no matter

the patient the same drugs will be used, a

RAE tube inserted and a Hartmanns solutions

attached through a drip . I recognised a few

drugs, including; thiopentone, vecuronium,

glycopyrylate, ketamine, dexamethasone,

tramadol, and more that are used in the UK

too. So many familiar techniques and

equipment, yet it all felt so very different to

back in the UK!

Being in India made me realise how much we waste in the hospitals in England, and how lucky we

are to have the facilities and technology that we so often take for granted.

Going to India has given me a love for travelling and I wish to go to other less fortunate countries to

provide my skills and helping hands within hospitals and to help as many people as I can. Seeing the

new smiling faces of patients of the GSR hospital was extraordinary and I would love to be involved

in more opportunities like this. It is a fantastic way to gain experience, knowledge and confidence.

My experience has been fantastic and I am very proud to have been able to go to such a kind and

giving country to finish my training and do what I love.

So many thanks to the GSR team for making me feel welcome, to Professor Gosla and Raj for their

hospitality and kindness, and a huge thank you to cleft surgeon and friend, Mr Tony Markus and the

Future Faces charity for making all this possible.

Make a donation
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We have added lots of ways for you to make a donation. Follow the donate link to our JustGiving

page or you can now text your donation. Simply text FOFF22 £10 to 7007 in order to donate a

tenner - simple!

Rasie money for Future Faces while you Christmas shop!

We have teamed up with easyfundraising.org.uk with

an exciting (and easy) way for you to raise money for

Future Faces. It works in a similar way to many other

loyalty shopping sites, but instead of earning points

when you shop, you raise a donation for Future Faces

instead. It's as simple as that!

You can shop with over 2,000 well known stores and

each will donate up to 15% of what you spend to us.

For example, John Lewis will donate 1%, Amazon

1.5%, The Body Shop 6%, some insurance retailers will even donate up to £30 simply for taking out

a policy with them!

All you have to do is register with their website, select your charity to support and then go shopping!!

Here's the link to support Future Faces - happy shopping - and rasing money for Future Faces ;0) -

http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/futurefaces/?u=29W0ZH

Like us on Facebook Follow us on Twitter

Forward this email to a Friend

Enjoyed the read - please help us to promote Future Faces by  forwarding this email to a friend -

simply click her and fill in their email address.
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Edit your subscription | Unsubscribe

E:enquiries@futurefaces.org.uk

PO Box 7201, Poole,

BH12 9FU

Registered Charity No: 1115391
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